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Abstract-It is shown that a simple binary matroid is already uniquely determined by its family of 
closed circuits. 
We refer to [l] concerning the preliminary remarks. Let M be a simple matroid on the set E, 
given by its family C 5 2E of circuits. Then a subset X c E is closed iff (C - {z}) s X implies 
C C X for all C E C and z E C. If X = D is a closed circuit, then for all C E C - {D} and all 
z E C one has (C - {x}) g D since C C D is impossible. Let 2) C C be the family of closed 
circuits. Note that D may be empty even for nonempty C, e.g., if M is a four element line. 
However, as we shall see soon, if M is a simple binary matroid, then 27 contains all circuits of 
minimal cardinality. So, henceforth, let M be a simple binary matroid. (If M is graphic, then D 
consists of all chordless circuits.) 
As usual, regard 2E as a GF(2)-vector space of dimension [El, so the sum of two subsets 
X, Y c E is their symmetric difference XAY := X U Y - (X n Y). The family C of inclusion- 
minimal members of a subspace V G 2E ’ IS the family of circuits of a binary matroid. Con- 
versely, the family C of circuits of a binary matroid M on E generates the “circuit space” 
V := (CIA...ACk 1 Cl,... , Ck E C} whose minimal members coincide with the circuits of C. 
Moreover, each X E V may be written as a disjoint union of circuits. 
LEMMA. Let M be a simple binary matroid on E. Then its circuit space V C 2E is already 
generated by the family XD of closed circuits. 
PROOF. Let Cc be an arbitrary circuit of M. There is nothing to show if Cc E 2). So assume 
that Cc @ 2). It suffices to show that Ce = Ci AC, for some circuits Cl, Cz of smaller cardinality. 
Since Cc # a there is a circuit Ci and IC E Cl - Ce with Cr - {x} c Cs. The set CaACi = (Cc - 
C,)U{x} is a disjoint union of some k circuits. For k L 2 one of them would be properly contained 
in Ce which is impossible. Thus, CoAC, is a single circuit C2. Equivalently, Cc = Ci AC,. Note 
that e.g., ]Cr] = ]C 0 would imply [C’s] = 2, in contradiction to the simplicity of M. Therefore, I 
IGL IC2l < ICOI. I 
In view of graphs, the element z E Ci - Cc above might be called a “chord” of Co. This is 
more restrictive, but also more natural than the definition in [2,3]. There any set A # 0 of the 
form A = Cl - CO (CO, Cl E C) is called a “chord” of CO. The following Theorem strengthens 
parts of [4] which is about the nonspanning circuits of a (not necessarily binary) matroid. 
THEOREM. Let E be a finite set and V G 2E a nonempty family of subsets. Then 2) is the family 
of closed circuits of a unique simple binary matroid M on E iff it satisfies the following: 
(i) IDI 2 3 for all D E ;I); 
(ii) For all D, DI, . . . , Dk E V, whenever D1 A. . + ADk # D, then (01 A . . . ADk - {x}) g D 
for all x 6 D1 A.. . ADk; 
(iii) For all DI, . . . , Dk E V, whenever DIA.. . ADk @ V, then (Din.. . AD: - {x}) c 
DIA.. . ADk for some 0: E V with x E 0; A ’ . . AD: # D1 A + . . ADk. 
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PROOF. Let M be a simple binary matroid on E with circuit family C and family V of closed 
circuits. (i) follows obviously from the simplicity of M. To see (ii), let D, D1, . . . , Ilk E ID and 
z E E be arbitrary with z E DIA... ADk # D. Now DIA... ADk = Cl lj...lj C, for some 
Ci E C. But C1 lj.s.0 C, - {z} cannot be contained in D (for m = 1 one needs a = 0). To 
see (iii), consider again Dl A . . . ADk=C1Ij...ljC,$!V. IfmL2,writeC1=DiA...ADL 
with 0: E D (Lemma) and pick any 2 E C 1. If m = 1 then Cl @ D. Whence there is a C # Cl 
in C and x E C with C - {x} G Cl. Write C = Di Aa *. AD: with 0: E D. 
Conversely, let ZY C 2E satisfy (i), (ii), (iii). Let V := {DlA 0.. AD, 1 Dl,. . . , Dk E 2)) be 
the subspace of 2E generated by 27. Denote by C the circuit family of the binary matroid M 
associated with V. It follows at once from (i) and (ii) that ICI 2 3 for all C E C, i.e., M is simple. 
Pick any D E 27. By (ii) one has (C - {x}) g D for all C E C - {D} and x E C. Whence D is a 
closed circuit of M. Now consider any C E C - Do. By (iii), one has (0: A . . . AD: - {x}) C_ C 
for some 0: E ‘D and x E Di A . . . AD: # C. Thus, (C’ - {x}) c C for some circuit C’ # C, 
which means that C is not closed. So 2) is the family of all closed circuits of M. Finally, by the 
Lemma, M is the only binary matroid on E whose family of closed circuits is ‘D. I 
One can show [5] that the family of all “implications” (C - {x}) + {x} (C closed circuit, 
x E C) is a unique optimal “implicational base” of the closure space (E, -) determined by M. 
The graphic matroid of a complete graph shows that the family ZJ of closed circuits of a simple 
binary matroid M might be much smaller then the family C of all circuits. Problem: Simplify the 
axioms (ii) and (iii), and consider special cases such as regular, graphic, or cographic matroids. 
In [2, Theorem 3.11 it is shown that a binary matroid M is graphic iff no circuit Co of M has a 
“nongraphic” chord A. Does it suffice to consider only the closed circuits Co of M? 
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